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Illustration A Theoretical And Contexl
Cathie Pilkington – interview: ‘It’s great to have a title that makes people think’ The artist talks about the importance of democracy in her practice, how she feels she sits – or doesn’t! – within ...
Cathie Pilkington – interview: ‘It’s great to have a title that makes people think’
Two decades ago, scientific diplomacy in Iran has started. But in recent years it has been taken more seriously, and part of the responsibility for advancing the goals of scientific diplomacy rests ...
President of AhlulBayt University: Following example of successful countries isn’t Westernization
People analytics is a critical component to improving the full employee life cycle, but many businesses are not using it to its full advantage. Here, Prof. V. Charles, Chief Analytics Officer and ...
Five ways HR can better leverage people analytics
For more than 50 years, mathematicians have been searching for a rigorous way to prove that an unusually strong symmetry is universal across physical systems at the mysterious juncture where they’re ...
Mathematicians Prove Symmetry of Phase Transitions
RUDN University mathematicians have developed a model for calculating the density of 5G stations needed to achieve the required network parameters.
RUDN University mathematicians calculate the density of 5G stations for any network requirements
More recent quantitative studies have established that the highest rates of aggressive handling in primate social groups are typically displayed by parents against their own offspring (for example ...
Corporal Punishment of Children in Theoretical Perspective
Children learn a huge number of words in the early preschool years. A two-year-old might be able to say just a handful of words, while a five-year-old is quite likely to know many thousands. How do ...
Researchers use a computer model to explain how children integrate information during word learning
These constraints express psychologically meaningful theoretical commitments. For example, one class of theories contains ... in ways that are sensitive to the context of the competing gamble. However ...
Using large-scale experiments and machine learning to discover theories of human decision-making
If Noem’s comments should be read within the context of the nascent 2024 Republican presidential ... The governors of Texas and Florida, for example, resisted statewide lockdown or masking mandates ...
The Right’s COVID Politics Only Help Trump
EU member states’ National Recovery and Resilience Plans have been assessed against their capacity for transformative change—and found wanting.
A future-fit recovery?
4 The improvements in patient-reported pain were achieved with a range of contextual factors ... behind exercise and to build on this into discussing the additional theoretical mechanisms of painful ...
Musculoskeletal pain and exercise—challenging existing paradigms and introducing new
In some post-collision interviews with family or friends of the deceased, the wider social context of the collision was explored with inclusion of, for example, details of family circumstances.
Understanding the Social Context of Fatal Road Traffic Collisions Among Young People
Learning how, for example, First Nations Australians experienced ... Every time race is mentioned in an educational context, it does not mean CRT is being applied. It’s important the historical ...
The Senate has voted to reject critical race theory from the national curriculum. What is it, and why does it matter?
UB history professor Yan Liu probes the history of Chinese medicine through its medicinal substances to tell a previously unwritten story of the value poison acquired in Chinese medicine and culture.
New book explores how poison shaped medieval Chinese medicine and culture
Finally, using Equations 3 and 4, the theoretical provisional patent filing targets can be determined. As an example, an illustrative company in the data processing, hosting and related services ...
A Practical Metric For Annual Patent Filing Targets: Part 2
For example, ‘teachers shared illustrations ... They seek to highlight and embrace learners’ highly contextual surroundings influenced by their own language experience and – crucially ...
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